August 30, 2018
East Kingdom
Internal Letter of Decision
East ILoI dated July 27, 2018
To most noble members of the East Kingdom College of Heralds, greetings! You will find below
the decisions rendered on the submissions for the Internal letter of Intent issued on July 27,
2018.
Commenters may have noticed that we've done a lot of blazon refinement in the last two letters.
In keeping with the vision of the East Kingdom OSCAR garden being a place for heralds to learn
as well as teach, I will not be correcting the original blazons from the forms when I post them
into OSCAR, so long as they are accurate enough to convey the emblazon. I invite all
commenters to turn their hand toward tightening the blazons as we enter into our Pennsic
submissions next month.
Many thanks to the following commenters who provided assistance this month:
Alexandre Saint Pierre, Christina Volpina, Gunnvor Orle, Iago ab Adam, Konstantia Greek Fire,
Lijsbet van Catwiic, Mariadonna Benvenuti, Rhiannon Kraken, Seraphina Ragged Staff, and
Thory Pallet/Golden Gryphon.
Your commentary and insights are always greatly appreciated.

1. Anastasia Antonello
Submission

Description

Decision

New Name

Anastasia Antonello

Forwarded

New Device

Purpure, a winged domestic cat sejant and
on a chief argent three lotus blossoms
affronty purpure

Forwarded

Submitter desires a feminine name.
No major changes.
Sound (none given) most important.
Language (Italian) most important.
Culture (Italian) most important.
Anastasia is a feminine given name found in Italian Renaissance Women's Names, by Rhian
Lyth of Blackmoor Vale (Jo Lori Drake): http://heraldry.sca.org/names/italian.html
Antonello is a male given name being submitted as an unmarked patronymic found in A Listing
of all Men's Given Names from the Condado Section of the Florence Catasto of 1427 by Juliana
de Luna (Julia Smith) https://www.s-gabriel.org/names/juliana/condado/mensalpha.html
Notes:
During commentary Maridonna Benvenuit offered this no-photocopy source for both names "Names from 15th and 16th Century Pisa" By Juliana de Luna (Julia Smith)
https://heraldry.sca.org/kwhss/2014/Juliana_de_Luna/Names_from_15th_and_16th_Century_Pi
sa.pdf
Anastasia - found 9 times between 1514 and 1534, p. 49.
Antonello - found 2 times between 1485 and 1505 in , p. 4, and listed as unmodified patronym,
p.68.
Commenters were concerned that this depiction of the lotus blossom was difficult to identify,
particularly in the color version.

2: Beatrice de Warynton
Submission

Description

Decision

New Alternate Name

Beatrice Weaver

Forwarded

Submitter desires a feminine name.
Beatrice is a feminine given name found in the Index of Names in the 1582 Subsidy Roll of
London, by Aryanhwy Merch Catmael http://www.ellipsis.cx/~liana/names/english/engfemlondon1582.html
Weaver is an occupational byname found in the Index of Names in the 1582 Subsidy Roll of
London: Surnames of English Men and Women, by Aryanhwy Merch Catmael http://www.ellipsis.cx/~liana/names/english/engsurlondon1582n-z.html
Notes:
During commentary Rhiannon Kraken offered these no-photocopy resources:
<Beatrice> Beatrice Turloe; Christening Date 20 Jun 1597; Christening Place
PIPE AND
LYDE,HEREFORD,ENGLAND; Death Date 30 Dec 1598; BATCH P01676-1
"England Births and Christenings, 1538-1975," database, FamilySearch
(https://familysearch.org/ark:/61903/1:1:N5MG-R85 : 11 February 2018, Beatrice Turloe, 30 Dec
1598)
<Weaver> - John Weaver; Christening Date 09 Jan 1585; Place TOTNES,DEVON,ENGLAND;
Death Date 11 Jan 1585; BATCH C05175-1
"England Births and Christenings, 1538-1975," database, FamilySearch
(https://familysearch.org/ark:/61903/1:1:JWN4-Q56 : 11 February 2018, John Weaver, 11 Jan
1585)

3: Brienne Buckland
Submission

Description

Decision

New Name

Brienne Buckland

Forwarded

New Device

Per bend argent and vert, a frog tergiant and
a willow tree couped counterchanged

Forwarded

Brienne is a female surname found in a FamilySearch record for Sara Brienne, christening date
03 Apr 1640. Batch #C04903-1 https://familysearch.org/pal:/MM9.1.1/V5LK-K4L
Use of a surname as a given name in late period English names is permitted by precedent set in
the September 2012 LoAR - http://heraldry.sca.org/loar/2012/09/12-09cl.html#5
Buckland is a surname found in a FamilySearch record for Agneta Buckland, burial date 29 Oct
1594. Batch #B05157-0 https://familysearch.org/ark:/61903/1:1:JZLS-74X
The pattern of given+byname is attested for late period English names in SENA Appendix A.
The submitter requests assistance documenting the desired locative byname "of Buckland",
which they would prefer to register if possible.
Notes:
During commentary Iago ab Adam offered the following reblazon: “Per bend argent and vert, a
frog and a willow tree counterchanged.”

4: Caoilfhionn inghean Ceallachain
Submission

Description

Decision

New Name

Caoilfhionn inghean Ceallachain

Forwarded

New Device

Argent, a bat-winged domestic cat sejant
contourney sable and in dexter chief a
decrescent azure

Forwarded

Sound (Long, complicated, and unpronounceable) most important.
Caoilfhionn is a feminine Irish Gaelic name registerable as a gray-period spelling of a saint's
name dated to 1630 [Caoilfhionn inghean ui Mhaoli Ruanaidh, 12/2011 LoAR, Atenveldt]
inghean is the marker that means 'daughter of' in Early Modern Irish Gaelic
Ceallachain is the genitive version of the masculine name Ceallachán/Cellachán, found in
Index of Names in Irish Annals: Cellachán / Ceallachán, by Mari Elspeth nic Bryan
http://medievalscotland.org/kmo/AnnalsIndex/Masculine/Cellachan.shtml
Notes:
Commenters were unsure if the byname is properly lenited; we have forwarded the name as-is
for further commentary.
Iago ab Adam offered the following reblazon: “Argent, a bat-winged domestic cat sejant
contourny sable and in canton an increscent azure.”

5: Chiaretta di Fiore
Submission

Description

Decision

New Name Change

Chiaretta di Fiore

Forwarded

New Device

Or, a fox sejant guardant proper and in chief
three pines couped sable

Forwarded

Old Item: Kataryn Mercer, to be retained as an alternate name.
Old Item: Per pale Or and argent, in chief in fess three pine trees couped sable, to be retained
as a badge.
No holding name.
No changes.
Chiaretta is a feminine given name found in Names from Sixteenth Century Venice, by Juliana
de Luna (Julia Smith) as a gray period (1615) feminine name.
https://www.s-gabriel.org/names/juliana/16thcvenice.html
di Fiore is a marked patronymic byname found in The Florentine Catasto of 1427
(https://s-gabriel.org/names/ferrante/catasto/names.txt). Per SENA Appendix A, the marked
patronymic in Italian needs no further documentation.
Notes:
In commentary, Maridonna Venvenuit offered the following no-photocopy documentation:
Chiaretta is found in No Photocopy "Names from 15th and 16th Century Pisa" By Juliana de
Luna (Julia Smith) p. 49 dated to 1545.
Fiore, as feminine name, is found No Photocopy "Names from 15th and 16th Century Pisa" By
Juliana de Luna (Julia Smith) p. 48 found 16 times, dated to between 1464 and 1553. That
would allow the byname di Fiore as a marked matronymic, per SENA Appendix A.
https://heraldry.sca.org/kwhss/2014/Juliana_de_Luna/Names_from_15th_and_16th_Century_Pi
sa.pdf
Iago ab Adam offered the following reblazon: “Or, a fox sejant guardant proper and in chief
three pine trees couped sable.”

6: Chiaretta di Fiore
Submission

Description

Decision

New Badge

(Fieldless) Within and conjoined to a
four-lobed quadrate cornice sable a fox
sejant guardant proper maintaining a poppy
gules stemmed vert

Forwarded

Submission

Description

Decision

Resub Name

Cinàed an Chairn

Forwarded

Resub Device

Per chevron inverted azure and argent a
triquetra inverted argent within and interlaced
with an annulet Or

Forwarded

7: Cinàed an Chairn

Sound (not specified) most important.
Language (not specified) most important.
Culture (not specified) most important.

Cináed is a middle-Irish Gaelic masculine given name found in Index of Names in Irish Annals:
Cináed / Cionaodh, by Mari Elspeth nic Bryan
https://medievalscotland.org/kmo/AnnalsIndex/Masculine/Cinaed.shtml, spelling dated to 1173.
an Chairn is a middle Irish Gaelic descriptive byname found in Index of Names in Irish Annals:
Descriptive Bynames: an Chairn, by Mari Elspeth nic Bryan
http://medievalscotland.org/kmo/AnnalsIndex/DescriptiveBynames/anChairn.shtml, spelling
dated to 1294.
The original name was returned at kingdom level on the April 2018 LoD
(https://bth.eastkingdom.org/ILoIs/2018/April%202018%20LoD.pdf):
This name is returned for a temporal incompatibility between the given name and the
byname. As documented on the LoI, the byname is dated to 1656, after the end of the
gray period. During kingdom commentary, Cristina Volpina was able to locate a record
for Jean Cairns, Marriage, 02 Dec 1612 Athelstaneford, East Lothian, Scotland, Batch
M11703-2 (https://www.familysearch.org/ark:/61903/1:1:XTG6-2QQ) which falls withing
the gray period. However, this would combine a Gaelic name from 1173 with an English
(or Scots) byname from 1612. As Gaelic and English/Scots are in different language
groups in Appendix C, they must be found within 300 years of eachother.
The submitter indicated that a feminine name is desired, but the documentation is for a
masculine given name. Either is fine, but on resubmission it should be clearly indicated
which is wanted.

The device was returned at kingdom level on the April 2018 LoD
(https://bth.eastkingdom.org/ILoIs/2018/April%202018%20LoD.pdf).
"Unfortunately, we are forced to return the device along with the name as Kingdoms are
not permitted to create holding names."
Notes:
Iago ab Adam offered the following reblazon: “Per chevron inverted azure and argent a triquetra
inverted argent interlaced with an annulet Or.”

8: Cosmo Solario
Submission

Description

Decision

New Alternate Name

Gísl Nattsól

Withdrawn

New Badge

(Fieldless) On a sun argent a Kaun rune
sable

Forwarded

Submitter desires a masculine name.
No major changes.
Gísl is a masculine Norse given name found in GB, p 10 and is from the Landnamabok.
Náttsól is a Norse descriptive byname meaning 'midnight-sun' found in GB, p 26 and is from the
family sagas.

Note:
During commentary issues were raised regarding the meaning and gender of the chosen
byname. The submitter has chosen to resubmit this name, and so this submission is withdrawn.

9: Cosmo Solario
Submission

Description

Decision

New Blazon Change

Per saltire sable and azure, a sun in his
splendor argent

Forwarded

I [redacted], known in the SCA as Cosmo Solario, request that my device "Per saltire sable and
azure, a sun in his splendor argent" be reblazoned "Per saltire sable and azure, a sun in its
splendor argent."
The document was signed by the submitter.

10: Cristina Volpina
Submission

Description

Decision

New Alternate Name

Iulia Crispina

Forwarded

Submitter desires a feminine name.
No changes.
Iulia and Crispina are names found in the Heidelberg Epigraphic database as a single entry:
the name of a woman who died sometime between AD 101-200
https://edh-www.adw.uni-heidelberg.de/edh/inschrift/HD040992

11: Cristina Volpina
Submission

Description

Decision

New Alternate Name

Rúna glóra

Forwarded

Submitter desires a feminine name.
No major changes.
Sound (not specified) most important.
Rúna is a feminine Old Norse given name found in the Academy of St Gabriel report # 1744
http://www.panix.com/~gabriel/public-bin/showfinal.cgi/1744.txt dated to the 10th-13th centuries.
glóra is a descriptive Norse byname meaning 'gleam, sparkle' found in GB, p 22 and is
originally from the Landnamabok.

12: Cristina Volpina
Submission

Description

Decision

New Release of
Household Name

House of Lucky Stars

Forwarded

I, [redacted], known primarily in the SCA as Cristina Volpina, do request the following in regards
to my registered names and armory:
Please release "House of Lucky Stars" and its associated badge, "Purpure, three mullets of
seven points Or, one and two."
The document is signed by the submitter.
Note: The document has an incorrect blazon, "Purpure, three mullets of seven points Or, two
and one." We have corrected this for this submission.

13: Cristina Volpina
Submission

Description

Decision

New Device Change

Bendy argent and gules, a chief Or

Forwarded

Old Item: Gules, in pale an annulet Or and a goutte argent conjoined., to be retained as a
badge.

14: Cristina Volpina
Submission

Description

Decision

New Release of
Device

Purpure, three mullets of seven points one
and two Or

Forwarded

I, [redacted], known primarily in the SCA as Cristina Volpina, do request the following in regards
to my registered names and armory:
Please release "House of Lucky Stars" and its associated badge, "Purpure, three mullets of
seven points Or, one and two."
The document is signed by the submitter.
Note: The document has an incorrect blazon, "Purpure, three mullets of seven points Or, two
and one." We have corrected this for this submission.
In addition, it was pointed out that this is a release of badge, not device. This will be corrected
on the external letter.

15: Cristina Volpina
Submission

Description

Decision

New Blanket
Permission to Conflict

Gules, on a bezant a sun-cross gules

Forwarded

I, [redacted], known primarily in the SCA as Cristina Volpina, do request the following in regards
to my registered names and armory:
Please record...my blanket permission to conflict with [Gules, on a bezant a sun-cross gules], as
long as the submitted armory would receive one DC from my badge, even if the submitter is also
using a cross within and conjoined to an annulet along with the Shimazu surname, strongly
implying familial relationship.
The document is signed by the submitter.
Note: This permission to conflict was submitted as part of a longer letter, so the full blazon was
added to make clear the statement of permission to conflict.

16: Cristina Volpina
Submission

Description

Decision

New Blazon Change

Gules, on a bezant a sun-cross gules

Forwarded

I, [redacted], known primarily in the SCA as Cristina Volpina, do request the following in regards
to my registered names and armory:
I request the reblazon of my badge, associated with the alternate name Shimazu Akame, from
the registered "Gules, on a bezant a sun-cross gules" to the blazon originally submitted, "Gules,
on a bezant a cross within and conjoined to an annulet gules." I understand that the most
concise blazon is generally preferred, but I chose the longer blazon intentionally. For my person,
this is not a sun-cross but her clan's symbol. More importantly, and unfortunately, since
registration a variant of the sun-cross has seen increasingly prominent use by white
supremacists. With neo-Nazi groups more and more active in the US and Europe, I wish to be
disassociated from them as much as possible while still having registered armory that is
historically appropriate for my persona.

The document is signed by the submitter.

17: Eleanor Swyft
Submission

Description

Decision

New Name

Eleanor Swyft

Forwarded

New Device

Azure, a cross patonce argent and overall
two arrows in saltire Or

Forwarded

Eleanor is a feminine given name found in Feminine Given Names in
A Dictionary of English Surnames Index of Names Attested Between 1250 and 1450: C to E
Talan Gwynek https://www.s-gabriel.org/names/talan/reaney/index_mid2.html
Swyft is a byname found in Names in the 1319 Subsidy Roll of London: Surnames by Sara L.
Uckelman http://www.ellipsis.cx/~liana/names/english/surlondon1319.html
These elements follow the given + byname construction allowed in SENA Appendix A for
English names.

18: Katalina Boquet
Submission

Description

Decision

New Name

Katalina Boquet

Forwarded

New Device

Quarterly vert and azure, a nanny goat
statant argent and in chief three wedges of
cheese Or

Forwarded

Submitter desires a feminine name.
No major changes.
Meaning (byname meaning) most important.
Katalina is a feminine given name found in Names from 14th C Périgueux at
http://heraldry.sca.org/names/french/perigueux.html
Boquet is a byname meaning little goat found in DRAFT: Bynames in Medieval France, Sara L.
Uckelman (p 37 of the pdf) http://www.ellipsis.cx/~liana/names/french/frenchbynames.pdf and
also in French Surnames from Paris, 1421, 1423 & 1438 by Aryanhwy merch Catmael
http://heraldry.sca.org/names/french/paris1423surnames.html
The pattern of given + byname is attested for late period French names in SENA Appendix A

19: Keziah Planchet
Submission

Description

Decision

New Name

Keziah Planchet

Forwarded

New Device

Azure, a winged tower and in chief a comet

Forwarded

fesswise to sinister within a bordure invected
argent

Submitter desires a feminine name.
Sound (not specified) most important.
Keziah is a feminine given name found in a Family Search record for Keziah Gaile, christening
date 7 Dec 1600. Batch # C16893-1 https://familysearch.org/ark:/61903/1:1:JSGV-BPV
Planchet is a byname already registered to Deidre Planchet (May 1992 via East) and as the
submitter is her legal daughter, the Existing Registration Allowance is being claimed with an
attested signed letter (attached to this submission) showing the legal relationship.
Note:
Iago ab Adam offered the following reblazon: “Azure, a winged tower and in chief a comet
fesswise reversed within a bordure invected argent.”

20: Máel Dúin mac Cába
Submission

Description

Decision

New Name

Máel Dúin mac Cába

Forwarded

New Device

Or, a winged polypus in bend sinister vert

Returned

Submitter desires a masculine name.
Client requests authenticity for language/culture (not specified).
Sound (not specified) most important.
Meaning (unspecified) most important.
Máel Dúin is a masculine given name found in Index of Names in Irish Annals: Máel Dúin / Maol
Dúin, by Mari Elspeth nic Bryan
http://medievalscotland.org/kmo/AnnalsIndex/Masculine/MaelDuin.shtml
mac Cába is an Irish Gaelic byname from Woulfe, Irish Surnames, p 324. As a header form it is
accepted to be from the 16th century.
Note:
This device is returned for a redraw. During commentary the issue was raised that this depiction
is in trian aspect, and recognizability is hampered by one wing being obscured and the tentacles
entangled. The submitter would be advised to use a standard depiction of a polypus, and to
make the wings large enough to be recognizable.

21: Mari Clock van Hoorne
Submission

Description

Decision

New Household Name

Gameday Taverne

Forwarded

Sound (as submitted) most important.
Language (as submitted) most important.
Culture (as submitted) most important.

Meaning (as submitted) most important.
Spelling (as submitted) most important.
Gameday is an English surname found in the MED s.v. gāme (n.) dated to 1327
The spelling taverne is found in the MED s.v. tavern(e) dated to 1393, 1400, 1432 and 1475.
Tavern is a designator allowed by precedent:
"Finally, we note that none of the examples of household names based on signs that
were provided on the LoI or in commentary support the pattern House [of] X. Instead, the
documented patterns include X (with no designator; note that this pattern is not
registerable as it violates RfS III.2.b), X Inn, X Tavern, X Brewhouse, and Sign of X."
This household name follows a pattern established in "English Sign Names" by Mari ingen
Briain meic Donnchada (http://medievalscotland.org/kmo/inn/#BynameInn), which discusses a
pattern of naming inns and taverns after the owner's surname, giving the examples of Bosoms
yn dated to 1522 and Mitforde taverne dated to 1489 (although the article notes that Mitforde
may be a place name).
The submitter's alternate name, Star Dust, was returned on the June 2017 LoAR. She is
re-assigning that submission fee to this new household name submission. (Letter attached to
the packet with this statement.) http://heraldry.sca.org/loar/2017/06/17-06lar.html#240
Alternate name Star Dust.
This name must be returned for violating PN2E, which states:
No name will be registered that either in whole or in part is obtrusively modern.
Something is said to be obtrusively modern when it makes a modern joke or reference
that destroys medieval ambience and drags the average person mentally back to the
present day. Obtrusiveness can be either in the written form or when spoken. A period
name that has a modern referent will not generally be considered obtrusively modern.
Only extreme examples will be returned.
Commenters in OSCAR, at the Pelican decision meeting and at the Roadshow at the
Known World Heraldic and Scribal Symposium unanimously called this name obtrusively
modern, particularly as the concept of "star dust" is dated to the 19th century and later.
Even applying the fairly liberal standard for obtrusive modernity, this name grabbed too
many listeners by the scruff of the neck and dragged them into the 21st century.

22: Marrin de Scoville

Submission

Description

Decision

New Name

Marrin de Scoville

Forwarded

New Device

Azure, in saltire a rapier and quill pen argent
and a tierce checky argent and sable

Forwarded

Submitter desires a feminine name.
Marrin is an Anglicized Irish feminine given name dated to 1600-1601 in Names found in
Anglicized Irish Documents: Women's Names by Mari ingen Briain meic Donnchada
http://medievalscotland.org/kmo/AnglicizedIrish/Feminine.shtml
de Scoville is a byname found in 16th & 17th Century Anglicized Irish Surnames from Woulfe
by Mari ingen Briain meic Donnchada
http://medievalscotland.org/kmo/Woulfe/SortedByAnglicizedRoot_S.shtml
Note:
There is an SFPP for use of a tierce with other charges.

23: Mayble Baldewyne
Submission

Description

Decision

New Name

Mayble Baldewyne

Forwarded

Submitter desires a feminine name.
Spelling (Mayble) most important.

Mayble is a feminine given name found in Feminine Given Names Found in a Dictionary of
English Surnames by Talan Gwynek dated to 1450 (sn Mabel)
https://www.s-gabriel.org/names/talan/reaney/reaney.cgi?Mabel
Baldwyne is a byname found under Adam Baldwyne in An Index to the 1332 Lay Subsidy Rolls
for Lincolnshire by Mari Elspeth nic Bryan
https://www.s-gabriel.org/names/mari/LincLSR/BynB1.html

24: Merrya Dock Gam
Submission

Description

Decision

Resub name

Merrya Dock Gam

Forwarded

Resub device

Per saltire gules and argent four arming
buckles tongues to base counter changed

Forwarded

Sound (not specified) most important.
Consulting herald: Conall an Doire
Merrya is a gray period byname found in Family Search, as Elizabeth Merrya, batch #
C05106-2, christened 28 Nov 1619 https://familysearch.org/ark:/61903/1:1:NBSY-J2X. Byname
as given name allowance per LoAR Sept 2012.
Dock is a byname found in Family Search, marriage of John Dock and Dennes Harman, 8 Nov

1584, batch # M14836-1 https://familysearch.org/ark:/61903/1:1:N6KJ-XXG
Gam is a byname found in Family Search, burial of Elizabeth Gam, 14 Nov 1598, batch #
B13807-2 https://familysearch.org/ark:/61903/1:1:JCSF-G8H
The pattern of given+byname+byname in late period English is attested in SENA Appendix A.
The original submission, "Meriadoc Gam", was returned at kingdom level on the April 2018 LoD
(https://bth.eastkingdom.org/ILoIs/2018/April%202018%20LoD.pdf). We feel this resubmission
corrects the issues noted.
This name is returned for lack of documentation of the given name. The mere fact of a
registration from 26 years ago does not support registration today. The cited sources are
not ones that can be used as documentation absent additional information - all of them
lack any indication that the particular spelling desired was not normalized. The sole
acceptable source included in the submission - Tangwystyl verch Morgant Glasvryn's "A
Simple Guide to Constructing 13th Century Welsh Names" - does not list the desired
spelling.
On resubmission, we suggest either providing evidence for this specific spelling being
found in period, or using one of the similar, documented, spellings from Tangwystyl's
article. Unfortunately, we are forced to return the device along with the name as
Kingdoms are not permitted to create holding names.
The original submission of this device was returned at kingdom level on the April 2018 LoD
(https://bth.eastkingdom.org/ILoIs/2018/April%202018%20LoD.pdf), along with the submitted
name.
"Unfortunately, we are forced to return the device along with the name as Kingdoms are
not permitted to create holding names."
Note:
Iago ab Adam offered the following reblazon: “Per saltire gules and argent, four arming buckles
counterchanged.”

26: Rudolf Siege
Submission

Description

Decision

New Device

Per pale azure and gules, on a cogwheel Or
a dragon sable

Forwarded

Notes:
Commenters were divided whether this dragon is meaningfully “on” the cogwheel, or whether
having too much overlap with the field hampers recognizability. Other commenters pointed out
that we have registered tertiary charges that span the blank space of the primary charge in the
past. We are forwarding this for wider commentary on the issue of contrast when a tertiary is on
a primary charge with large blank spaces, and lacks contrast with the field.

26: Vettorio Antonello
Submission

Description

Decision

New Household Name

Fellowship of the Quill

Forwarded

New Badge

(Fieldless) On a flame gules a quill pen Or

Forwarded

Meaning (not specified) most important.

Household name using the designator + heraldic charge per Alys Mackyntoich's A Simple Guide
to Household Names, under Inn Signs, House of <Heraldic Charge>
http://alysprojects.blogspot.com/2016/10/alyss-simple-guide-to-household-names.html
Per Alys Mackyntoich's A Simple Guide to Household Names
http://alysprojects.blogspot.com/2016/10/alyss-simple-guide-to-household-names.html
Fellowship is an approved designator for households.
A quill is a heraldic charge documented in the Mistholme PicDic under pen
http://mistholme.com/dictionary/pen/

This concludes the letter of decisions.
Yours in Service,
Muirenn ingen Dundaig
Blue Tyger Herald

